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Luxury Women’s Footwear Brand, ANYI LU, Solves The Fit Problem of
Knee-High Boots

The knee-high dress boot “Viktoria” from the 2013 Fall/Winter collection is designed to fit a
wide range of calf sizes while retaining a polished look.

Richmond, CA (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Nothing completes an elegant fall look like a knee-high leather
boot. However, this style is out of reach for many women whose calves don’t fit the standard 14-inch
circumference of most dress boot shafts.

Designer Anyi Lu explains, “I met many women who told me they could only wear pull-up boots, but not the
zip-up dressy ones. There is nothing wrong with their feet. The problem is that their calves are too wide for
most of the dress boots on the market. Since women cannot adjust our calf sizes, the need need to adjust to us.
My mission was born!”

Luxury women’s footwear brand, ANYI LU, renowned for its trademark “couture comfort®,” has created “the
Viktoria,” a sophisticated knee high dress boot with a completely hidden elastic panel on the shaft offering a
perfect fit for a variety of calf circumferences while retaining that polished dress-boot look. They fit like a
custom-made pair of dress boots no matter who is wearing them.

Mission accomplished.

The Viktoria is currently available directly from http://www.anyilu.com and at high-end retailers such as
Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom as well as top-tier specialty stores such as Arthur Beren. The Viktoria, priced at
$795, is available in four colors–black, bordeaux, elephant grey, and chocolate.

About ANYI LU
After a career as a chemical engineer, designer Anyi Lu launched her company in 2005 shortly after her sister's
wedding - it was at that event that she realized women need shoe choices that are beautiful as well as
comfortable. The company, based in Richmond, CA, has a patent-pending shoe construction to achieve superior
fit, support and flexibility. Eight years later, Anyi is truly a visionary in women's footwear. For more
information, visit www.anyilu.com. Follow us on https://www.facebook.com/anyilushoes,
https://twitter.com/anyilushoes and http://www.pinterest.com/anyilushoes/.
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Contact Information
Amy Riemer
+1 (978) 475-4441

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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